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About This Game

It’s time for the epic battle to save your parents!
Cally's parents have been abducted, as her arch-enemy Herbert has taken control of the Caves to perform his evil experiments.

Join Cally and her friends in this action-packed run and gun platformer, conquering insane bosses, exploring to find secrets, and
levelling up EVERYTHING.

Use your weapons to level them up and evolve them into their ultimate forms! Unlock new character abilities like the Triple
Jump, Dodge Roll and Water Wings. Use a second playable character, Bera to unleash crazy awesome ninja moves and solve

challenging puzzles. Most importantly, battle to rescue your parents from Herbert's clutches, and bring an end to Herbert's
experiments for good!

Featuring:

 310 levels across 10 zones

 Full gamepad support

 Intense boss fights against giant monsters

 Metroidvania-style map with checkpoint system

 Second playable character Bera
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 Battle against 25 types of enemies

New Game + mode which unlocks higher weapon tiers and a second ending

 Wave-based Survival mode: Can you beat 150 waves of deadly enemies and gain the ultimate prize?

 Level your weapons up by using them, and evolve them into different forms with different effects

 15 weapon classes with 95 unique weapon effects

 Buy consumables from the store to use them later for an extra boost

 Tons of character abilities to unlock

  Weapon mod system, allowing you to customize your favorite weapon and make it extra powerful!

It's time to battle for your parents freedom, to protect the Caves' animals and natural resources, and most importantly, to SAVE
YOUR PARENTS!
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Title: Cally's Caves 3
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
VDO Games
Publisher:
VDO Games
Release Date: 5 Jan, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Core2Duo

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: integrated

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 250 MB available space

Additional Notes: This game should play on pretty much anything!

English
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Lots of solid and fun characters, powerful PVP ready moves for your cac, fun new outfits. Great stuff. definetly worth the
money. Thanks for supporting the game even after a year Dimps. Even though you did deliver to PC abit late it was worth the
wait.

Tapion blew me away with how awesome he is.
Android 13 is a powerful strike character.
Dabura is fast as fluff.
and Buuhan, despite being a bit lackluster, is still really solid and interesting to play.
Can't wait for the next pack. This is loads of fun with lots of fresh, interesting moves and characters to play with. All the harsh
critisism is nothing compared to how great this DLC actually is.. 10\/10 would buy again. This game is just a major nostalgia hit
for me. Almost 2 decades ago i started playing this and i only just managed to find this as it was on my steam queue. I
remember playing this for weeks at a time trying to complete all the objectives.
The idea of the game is to do things in cdifferent orders to find new combinations of ruling the world as God himself. It's a
short but entertaining game, however it does only seem to run win Windows 95 compatibility mode for me.
Worth giving it a go, especially when on sale.. I was lured into buying this with sweet words like "Rimworld" and "Sims" and
"Minecraft" but when I got here all I found was Stonehearth and Garbage Pail Kids. The gameplay mechanics such as the
stockpile and crafting system is quite the let down, it's almost identical in every way to Stonehearth to the absolute pixel.

I can overlook the quirky Garbage Pail Kids giving me the bird (Seriously, zoom in when they dig.) and the rather provocative
animations of eating bread, but this game is a carbon copy of Stonehearth and it desperately needs to simply not be that. The
developers need to shift away from Stonehearth and towards more successful branches of colony management sim games, such
as Rimworld, Dwarf Fortress, and such. Stonehearth isn't a bad game, but even it has its own bad game mechanic choices. That
stockpile and crafting system needs to go right out the window. It's ultimately a poor design, and I feel you guys can do better!

I get that your name is Overly Complicated Games, but in this situation you shouldn't be further complicating an already
complicated system. Find the simplicity within the complexity and make something better. Don't be afraid to be original!

If you're on the fence to getting this game, I would recommend watching it for a while before making any
commitments. It's a neat game and concept until you see it in practice. I hope to see this game lean heavily away from
Stonehearth in the future releases.

-----
And for the love of all that is existence, please stop calling this Rimworld like it's somehow remotely similar... It's like
saying "That fellow over there has a lovely floral scent coming from his\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665"

Embark is to Rimworld what a booger is to a truck tire.
-----

Addendum: Wait, so... I can build a bed, chest, torch, table, and chairs from nothing using several individually placed
planks from the stockpile from this intelligent button on my hotbar; but a wooden wall and a barrel must be queued up
on the workbench? -_- cool.... So far, So good.

I'm in love with the concept of an VR SCP game, and this game is exactly what I was hoping for. Sure, it doesn't really
have a lot to offer for now, but I have high hopes for the future, and even the current version as well as the staircase is
pretty enjoyable.
The damn atmosphere paired with, well, SCP 087, is just absolutely terrifying.

Money well spent, I'd say.

As I am in close contact with the dev (a really cool guy), I'm really looking forward to the updates that will come soon.

Until then, I'll go and have another heart attack in the stairwell mode.. A nice train to drive. A good old school RPG,
but very challenging.. Very nice little game. Perfect for just chillin out on a laptop or something since it has pretty
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much no special system requirements. Something to do when you don't feel like playing the latest action game. If you
like management and life sim type stuff, you will like this game. Go from humble beginnings to king of the hill.. Odd
ball game, honestly. It's a wonky shooter but it has some interesting mechanics and an alright story but it lacks serious
fixing and polish. Buy at a reduced price and you'll get some fun out of a playthrough or two.
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very sophisticated - which makes this game fun, and mashed up good features of other good defence game.
hope i can play this @ my iphone too. THIS IS WAT I WANTED FOR - SIMPLE AND STRATEGIC -. Crucible Falls? More
like bad. Why do I need to be online to play single player games?

 The people who made this game should be ashamed of themselves.

This is absurd.. I enjoy puzzle games of all kinds, I especially have a soft spot for those with simple design mechanics, Micron
definitely fits this criteria, however, for it's price I can't recommend it.

The gameplay is incredibly simple, it's a "bullet redirector", bounce incoming bullets off of strategically placed
mirrors to get them to your desired location or to hit particular switches in a certain order which opens up the exit
door. Very simple mechanics indeed, but the levels are all incredibly easy offering no real challenge, aside from a small
handful (let's say 10). I managed to complete all the stock levels (including the 12 bonus missions) in less than two
hours.

Micron is a decent game, but has very little to offer for it's price tag. Buy it during a sale for a quick puzzle fix,
otherwise, I'd advise looking elsewhere this time.. Nice remake of the old fluid games. Has some extra features I never
saw in those though, like upgradable power-ups.

They say the AI adapts to you play-style, but I haven't seen that in practice yet...but that may just be me...

Great game if you don't know what to do for the next 15 minutes.. this not fun
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